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Preface

For the fourth year, The University of South Carohna

Spartanburg proudly presents the efforts ofarea high school students

in A Near Miss. Each entry selected underwent rigorous scrutiny.

The poetry, visual art, and fiction found within these pages displays

some of the finest local talent of the Greenville-Spartanburg area.

Congratulations to the students who are featured in this edition

and congratulations to their teachers whose hard work, dedication

and enthusiasm have inspired them.

Jonathan Barker

Editor
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The Prize Winners

2004



First Place Poetry

Winter Hardening

maybe all this is

is a winter hardening

a thick shell, a broken

dinner glass in

with roses rotted, another

thing will grow

and work its roots

without excessive sentimentality

into my heart

tender livingness is

creeping into my chest

curled round inside

the dark, fibrous casing-

it was a joy when today

i found myself pregnant

with such a sweetness-

still and white

hoping turning in

my breast

oh, i wish far it-

a great good thaw

to come and shake

this loving loose upon

the floor-
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i could break open

the hard hning

of this sky,

the dingy curtains of

my dreams,

the gray that clumps

in patches on my
skin-the old paint

but now i sleep with

my hand thrown

across my chest

shuddering for your arms

in the night

but for this hour

i am silent

for this time,

i am curved inward

in the dark.

mind my sleeping Spring

Annah Browning

Chesnee High School

Faye Howard
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First Place Art

The Princess

Nancey Thao

Broome High School

Louis Story
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Second Place Poetry

Shards

My mother tells me stories of the house

The memories she holds from being young.

But I believe the straight and narrow fence

Encircles where my memories will lie

The pony-pasture, empty now. The weeds

Reclaimed the hollow acreage long ago.

They spew a slick and poisonous perfume

Across the old barbed wire. A timid shack

Remains the only guard of brighter days

And its been haunted ever since the day

A baby fawn died there. The children ran,

Inspired by morbid curiosity,

To view the corpse, and then in horror stared

At Deaths decaying visage. I stood by

The weathered iron gate and cracked pecans,

Then suffered little kids to come to me
With tales of rotting flesh and sightless eyes.

The way the sick, warm smell closed my throat

Is easy to forget, until I face

An image of death or decay again

And shudder. Though the shed is empty now

Of all except a few stray shards of glass

That smother in dark corners, torn and stale,

I will always recall the roiling stench

Imagining what I can only dream.

Talley V. Kayser

Boiling Springs High School

Kay Hames
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Second Place Art

Bourbon Street

Buira Slattery

WoodrujfHigh School

Diana Olencki
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Third Place Poetry

Canvas

My body shall nevermore be my temple.

Cold needle burning

Into the curves of a fleshy canvas

Shall be my tribute to a lover past.

Engrave with bone my remembrance.

As creations birth at my face,

Staining wrinkles that will never be earned,

Crying tears that cannot be wept.

Carve the sun upon bare breast,

though its warmth cannot be felt.

Dip barbed edge into searing pigments;

Etch kaleidoscopic wings upon my back,

Fingertips scarred with a prayer.

Let this painful art find its form.

Tiffany N. Leonard

Fine Arts Center

Claire Bateman
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Third Place Art

Sidewalk Artist

Jessica Bargar

Spartanburg Day School

Nancy Corbin
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Honorable Mention Poetry

Ratio

i sat in the dark

watching him

before he was in the

dusty Ught of the

low-buik

stage, he was positioned

at my table, smoking

thanking me for

wearing a scarf

the way he wore

his hat, one only

seen in the newsrooms

of the fifties,

was slight and

strangely beautiftil-

covering his nineteen

year-old, but balding,

head

he held his cigarette

carelessly and

inhaled with the

absentness

of a train passenger

admiring a stranger.

he rose, his angular, pale

skinny body in a baseball

shirt and heavily-pocketed

pants.

his performance was not

music. It was the

substance of air, blood,

water, eyelashes.

Tera Rolander

Spartanburg High School

Bill Pell
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Honorable Mention Art

Homage to Life and Death Through a Flower

Sarah McChesney

Dorman High School

Susanne Gunter
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Honorable Mention Poetry

Gone

Seductive daydreams captured lovers' hearts-

Your passion flows fi-om touch to spark my coals.

Colossal waves of lust engulfmy parts-

My being wrapped within perfection's soul.

Intense emotions stirred by writhing need,

Insane conniptions rule without my fix.

Addictive kisses sustain the life I lead,

Along with fever drawn caresses in mix.

I soothed your strife as doctors failed to cure.

Pretending wings direct to wispy clouds.

Where life's unlucky rest, the goal to lure,

My stay by tempting love, He's dead. He's proud.

The love I felt was sunlight, scorching earth,

The love you felt was moonlight, lacking worth.

Logan Camp

Boiling Springs High School

Kay Hames
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Honorable Mention Art

Crawl Way

Hannah Dillard

Dorman High School

Susanne Gunter
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First Place Fiction

And the Shadows Were Eminent

When the sun slowly creeps through my window, making that tri-

angle cascade affect like it's running to my bed to attack, that's when I pre-

pare myself to be alone for another day. The light finally pierces my eyes, I

squint and run to pull the blinds back and hold back the tears. Day. Useless,

obnoxious, its revolting.

This room is all I have left, all I have left but don't really want.

White walls, white sheets, white blinds (I don't mind the blinds as long as

they keep out the light, and in the bathroom there is white tile, white sink,

white toothbrush and toothpaste, and a sliding door with a rain effect be-

cause I'm not allowed to have a curtain. They're afraid I might do something

with it. What that something is I can't be sure. All I'm certain is that they

think I am capable of doing something more than I let on, and I think they

believe I'm crazy.

They used to let me have pencils and paper so I could write. They

took the pencils away though because I tried to shade in all the white. I hid

the paper under my mattress. It's the recycled kind so it has bits oflunch bags

and flowers in it. I like to look at them when I feel bad. The paper's not white

so it makes me happy.

Someone's knocking on my door now and I don't want to let them

in. But they're the orderlies and even ifyou say, "please don't come in!" they

can come in because the doors don't have locks. They say my name singsong

sweetly, am I up yet. Yes I'm up. I don't sleep and you know that. I hide under

the curtains when they turn the knob, the fluorescent light from the hallways

the essence of insanity. I can feel them looking at me, just staring at me limp

beneath the sheets. Probably laughing at me and I have to tell them to shut

the door.

I hear it click and I creep out of my hiding place. Today I've got

Meredith. She always smiles and I always have to look away because it's so

bright. She tells me the therapist will come to my room in an hour or so

maybe I should get dressed and make myself "presentable." I glare at her and

she almost stops smiling. She closes the door and I'm alone again.

I walk into the bathroom and look into the tiny mirror that's bolted

to the wall. The soft parts under my eyes are almost black because I don't

sleep. But I don't even get tired anymore. The most I'm going to do for my
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therapist is my hair. Done and done. I put on my Sundays best which consists

of a darkly colored jogging suit.

I make myself comfortable in a ball in a corner ofmy bed and wish

I could just stay like that, warm and unafraid.

Later the therapist is knocking at my door and he's got an experi-

enced voice and hands that feel like paper because he's getting old and they've

been washed too many times. He doesn't singsong sweetly say my name, he

sounds tired when he says it. No one likes to say my name with affection. I

don't answer him but he comes in anyway. With two folding chairs, his note-

book and a shoebox.

He asks how I am this beautiful Friday morning, and how do you

think I am, I say. I say I feel wonderful and glorious and I want to frolic in the

goddamned pansies.

He almost smiles and tells me sarcasm will not get me out of here

any sooner. What exactly will get me out of here sooner, I ask.

He sighs and moves past me to the center of the room where he

unfolds both chairs and sits in one with his notebook open and ready to note

any observations. He tells me to sit in the other chair. I do because what else

is there. He wants to know if I've been sleeping since we last spoke, and of

course I haven't slept, if I sleep there will be no one to pull the blinds when

morning comes. He tells me that when it's night I leave the shades up, what

about the stars? I have to explain that the stars we see aren't really there.

Isn't it dark when you close your eyes? And sleep? It's dark when I

sleep.

This old dying man talks to me like a child and his hands are ner-

vous, I can tell. He's unhappy, he's ugly, he has bright teeth, he thinks I'm

stupid.

I dream in light, I say. The ignorant dream in black and white and

the curious dream in color, I dream in light. It's blinding and when you wake

up you see it and it eats at your soul, it eats at your insides and you never stop

seeing it.

Do you see it now?

I see darkness now. I don't sleep and don't dream. The only light I

see is the white substitute this place forced upon me.

I have a small flashlight in this box. He says my name again, dirt and

hatred. I have a small flashlight in this box and I want you to hold it.

I grab it from him and it's light, it doesn't have any batteries. He tells

me to turn it on and I stare at him. I hand it back and tell him to turn it on.

He pressed the button and I wonder what kind of psychiatry this is.
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He makes me angry and I tell him to leave. Leave would you? He
stands up without hesitation and picks up his chairs and box and notebook

and I cover my eyes tight while he opens the door.

I can hear him talking to the people outside and I hear words like

deranged and worn, and I wonder when this became their business.

He's gone now and I sit in that corner of my bed gripping my side

with one hand and tracing the grass and petals of my paper with the other.

I shut my eyes so tight because no one can see you in the dark and

no one can hurt you in the dark and no one can find you in the dark and I'm

alone.

Tera Rolander

Spartanburg High School

Bill Pell
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Second Place Fiction

Bubble

Anna has never been on the interstate before. She had never been

out of South CaroUna before she was sbc, at least that she could remember.

When her family drove to Alabama for the first time over Christmas break,

Anna finally crossed over her state line and rode all the way through Georgia.

This was the longest car ride she had ever experienced, even longer

than the one on the swerving mountain road her father lashed back and forth

on to get to her great grandmother's house. She didn't know what to expect,

only that the car's entire trunk was crammed with luggage and red and green

wrapped Christmas presents. Anna sat in the back seat, buckled in behind

her mother on the passenger side. She has all the supplies she'd though she'd

need: her embroidered Cinderella pillow; her stuffed puppy dog, whose name

was sometimes Cleo and sometimes Ruffles; a drawing pad and three mark-

ers (pink, red, and yellow); seven books, all with pictures and giant words;

and a flashlight so she could see all of this while driving in the nighttime. Her

mother had told her that she would be sitting for a while, a long while, and

that she'd better go use the bathroom first, to avoid drinking water (Anna's

bladder tended to be smaller than most), and to pick put some candy from

the store. She had done all this, and was now reclined in the back seat with

her shoes and socks off, ready to ride the five hours it would take to reach her

destination.

While her parents listened to their radio in the front seat, changing

occasionally to avoid commercials and bad eighties songs, Anna was absorbed

with the outside flashing before her through the window. The pavement looked

like a long ribbon pouring underneath. The trees moved a little slower, the

greens all mixing together with the sky. She put her ear to the window, which

was cold and crisp to her cheek, and felt the vibrations of the speeding cars

and heard the wind buzzing by. Then she fell asleep and dreamed about fianny

sounding radios and roller coasters. When she woke up, and the world out-

side her tiny cell had gone dark. The trees and grass had disappeared and

been replaced with the white reflectors lining the roads. It reminded her of

what Mars might look like if she could go there, tiny fountains of light im-

planted in the ground. She tried to catch all the tail lights in front of her,

grinning at her with red eyes. She was blinded by the eminent glow of the

yellow headlights radiating in static beams towards her from the other side of
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the concrete moon, and every time she squinted out the window it was right

there above her, where it was before.

Her mother was asleep now—Anna could see the reflection in her

window—and her father was engrossed in his driving. He mumbled to the

music and kept his two hands strongly on the wheel. "How long did I sleep,

Daddy?" Anna asked. Her own voice sounded muffled and tired to her.

"Oh, I don't know. Maybe two hours. We have a good way left

though, Anna." Her father glanced back at her for the skinniest second be-

fore focusing back on the road.

Anna stretched her neck to the glass of the window, trying to find

some clue as the where she was. "Where are we?" she asked, stretching the

"are" to her toes.

"Well, we're almost out of Atlanta. We're lucky too, the traffic isn't

too bad."

"What's traffic, and where is Antlanta?" Anna asked this just like she

had asked where God lived, what color her dead dog was, and why people

don't fall off the earth i it turns round and round.

"It's Atlanta, not Antlanta. And it is one-hundred-and-forty some-

thing miles south east of our house. It's a big city with too many cars and

windows and traffic lights. You're lucky we don't live here. And traffic, well

traffic is just annoying."

"Oh." She sat a minute glaring through the bald spots on the back

of her father's head.

The road was now getting heavy with cars, and her father had to

press the brakes slightly. Anna found contentment in the window again. As

the cars around her slowed their pace, so did she. There were lots of buildings

on both sides of her, all taller than the ones where she lived; she couldn't even

see the tops of most of them without lying down in her seat. Traffic was

moving slow enough for her to count the windows with lights on in the

buildings. There were fifty-seven in all. She wondered what those people were

doing still so late, why they weren't home yet. The she thought ofhow some-

times her father didn't get home until after she went to bed and she didn't see

him until breakfast. "They should go home," she thought to herself, imagin-

ing her own selfwaiting in bed for a hug.

Giant trucks that looked like machines moved past her as they sped

up. Cards got farther and farther apart from one another, and as the gage on

the speedometer pressed upward, Anna contemplated the fact that all ofthese

cars, like hers, held people. She found that with the light ofthe moon and the

streetlights, she could see though the windows of the cars around her. She
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watched the drivers as they hurried along. Some were on cell phones and

gestured their hands on the steering wheel. Some sat next to family members

and carried on conversations with their faces. Others were alone, gaze stuck

to the windshield as they pressed forward, blank expressions framed with

open space. As these people drove, Anna wanted to know them, wanted to

know them, wanted to sit with them in their cars, and learn about their

stories. Then she would have told them her story, all six years of her life so far,

explaining that tonight was the first time she had ever traveled this far away

from her home. But then her father drove faster towards the sky, the tired

moving with the force ofwater below her, and the stars above Anna streamed

past like rain. Faces behind shadowed windows blended together in Anna's

sleepy eyes, and all that was left: for her was the darkness.

Callie Plaxco

Fine Arts Center

Claire Bateman
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Third Place Fiction

Untitled

The seat underneath me is warm from the one who just got ofE I sit

and stare at the window trying to look normal. The small cap feels odd and

dirty, not right. I want to take it off I want to destroy it. I frown but soon I

will smile.

The ones up front near the door look straight ahead, never glancing

back. I wonder what is going through their minds.

The woman next to me tries to hush a screaming baby. I look over at

her. I look at the child. I look at the floor. My fingers tap at my thigh. I must

grab them to make them quit.

There is another stop. Some of them get off Others get on. Two

women, an older man. He looks like my father. It's his eyes. They tell of

hardship. Eyes can't be seen from far away, only up close.

My father hasn't worked in months. No one has. My mother cries

because my younger sisters are starving. She cries because we're trapped like

prisoners. She cries because her first son was killed. She always cries. Misery is

like the sun, constant, ever present.

The old man sits in the seat in front of me. The woman still tries to

hush the child. I look at the child. I look at the floor.

When I was young my oldest brother was shot, and my other brother's

picture was painted on the city walls.

We start to move again. Outside people stand in between the door-

posts of dusty white, almost gray buildings as if they were stuck.

I think ofmy sisters. I think ofmy mother and father. My brothers,

I pray. I look at the back of the old man's head. His shoulders rise and fall

softly as he breathes. I unbutton my jacket. I look at the child. I put my
hands in. I look at the child.

Dalton Talbert

Spartanburg High School

Bill Pell
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Honorable Mention Fiction

Tracking the Rose

Everyone knows that Esthers garden has the most pungent and ad-

mirable blooms in town. When people drive by, they always slow down and

take notice of her man-made Eden. One of her bushes in particular always

has the most vibrant roses, full and pale as a werewolf's moon. Esther is a

decent gardener, but she never tends to that rose bush; it is her self-sufficient

pet. She often enjoys her days sitting by the picture window with a mug of

homemade rose hip tea watching her flowers bloom, but she'd be the first to

tell you she'd love someone to enjoy it with.

***

Dave, one of the residents in Esther's neighborhood, bends over be-

side the kitchen counter to tie the round black laces of his dress shoes. He

can't believe how well his tux fits after twenty years. Today they will renew

their wedding vows. He thinks of how self-conscious Maggie feels in her

wedding dress; seventeen years after the birth of their only son, Ryan, she still

can't shake the ten extra pounds. Dave is in a hurry to get to the chapel, but

earlier that morning Sol, their three-year-old St. Bernard, thought the white

rose pinned to the lapel of his jacket would make a good snack, so now Dave

needs to quickly find a replacement. All the flower shops are thirty minutes

out of the way, but he remembers passing the most elegant rose bush on the

way to the rehearsal last night.

Dave drives observantly so as not to miss it, and parks halfway in the

ditch, thinking it too bold to use the driveway. He gets out of his car in an

awkward manner, not wanting to look like he doesn't belong. After examin-

ing all the blooms and finding them equally acceptable, Dave plucks one of

the pearl white roses and pins it to his lapel. On his way back to the car, he

detours by the mailbox and slips in an envelope containing twelve dollars (all

he has in his wallet) and a note explaining his situation. He signs it "My

genuine gratitude."

***

Ryan keeps up with the rose in the refrigerator; it's been two-and-a-

halfweeks since his parents renewed their vows and it still looks freshly picked.

The petals are still crisp, and don't show the slightest bit of discoloration.

Today he's talked his mother into making it a wrist corsage for him to give to

Laney on prom night. Laney has wanted to keep the color and style of her
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dress a surprise, so white was the only reasonable color to give. Ryan knows

that if he, your couldn't-care-less male, is so taken with this simple flower, it

will knock Laney offher two-inch heels, and when he sees her, he knows any

other flower wouldn't have done her justice.

Even during dancing, the rose is vivacious, and when other girls'

corsages begin to drop petals and wrinkle with frustration, Laney's wrist is

still wonderfully accented with the pearl white foliage.

When the night finally comes to an end, and Ryan kisses her

goodnight, she takes as much care with taking her corsage off as she does with

unbuttoning her too-expensive dress and dismantling her delicate hairstyle.

Normally, she presses meaningful flowers in her yellow-green scrapbook, but

she can't seem to crush such a spirited flower. It has almost become a natural

part of her, living and breathing with her; to suffocate it would partly deprive

her of air. She decides to keep it in the refrigerator until she knows what to do

with it, and the next morning on her way to church, she can't help but slip it

on again. This becomes a ritual for her, letting the rose have its beauty sleep at

night and taking it with her the next morning.

After six or seven days, Laney is walking home from school when she sees the

familiar face of Ruben, a homeless man she's brought food for once or twice.

She stops and smiled at him. He is harmless really, just a history of bad in-

vestments and so on. After generic talk of weather, he asks, half-joking, half-

serious, if she's brought another one ofher mouth-watering tuna sandwiches.

Laney tells him no, that she's eaten it for lunch because she hadn't thought

he'd be around today. When Ruben's face becomes distant and withdrawn,

Laney is a litde distraught at first, but knows he can use the simple beauty in

his life more than she can.

As she pins the flower to the pocket ofhis raggedy tan blazer, he looks up and

thanks her. It's the first time he's felt presentable in almost two years. She

offers a simple goodbye, then goes on her way. Watching her leave, he can't

help thinking that if he'd ever had a daughter, she would be just like Laney.

***

With a spring in his step, he walks about the neighborhood, finally

feeling equal to those around him. There is only a little stubble on his chin,

since he had managed to borrow a razor the other night from a truck driver at

a gas station. He is confident he can find a little yard work with his new look

and hopefully earn some money to buy a meal. Examining all the well-mani-

cured lawns, he begins to wonder ifhe can find any yard work at all, when he

passes a tiny house with the liveliest garden—a well-kept one, but with a

garden that size, he imagines that some help might be appreciated, and if it
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isn't, he'll be no worse ofiFthan he is now. He fidgets with the flower, making

sure that it's centered as he rang the round doorbell. An elderly woman an-

swers the door with a smile and gardening tools in hand.

Ruben introduces himself, and asks ifshe would like any help tend-

ing to her garden. When she tells him that she's finished her gardening for

the day, his shoulders lower, and he begins to turn to leave, but she adds, "...I

was just about to make some tea and I wouldn't mind some company, ifyou'd

care to join me."

Ruben's eyes lift and he smiles as she leads him to a chair tucked

under the petite table by picture window looking out on the garden, and

says, noticing his blossom, "What a remarkable flower! I have a rose bush

with blooms exactly like that."

Sarah Carr

Fine Arts Center

Claire Bateman
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Honorable Mention Fiction

Scatterman's Music

It was listening lab time, when all of the students of Quar-

ter High School sit with their headphones on at their assigned computer.

Through the headphones came music determined to be compatible with the

diverse personalities of the students. Many years ago, a team of nuerologists,

psychologists, and music composers assembled to stuffy which chord pro-

gressions, key signatures, and rhythm patterns corresponded with which per-

sonality. Their study produced astonishing results. Almost every person in-

volved in the experiment enjoyed the music created to fit their personality

more than the random arrangement that they listened to. With advance-

ments in technology, computer generated music sounded more like the ac-

tual instruments they imitated. Computer programs were created to instantly

arrange music to fit personal information. Most people enjoyed this new way

ofcreating music and as a result, quit trying to create it themselves. There was

no need to spend hours trying to create music that people may enjoy when

computers can create music that will be enjoyed.

The value of instruments dropped and people turned in these space

dwindlers to limber yards and scrap metal collectors for cash. Virtually all

musical instruments disappeared 20 years ago, along with all forms of music

study and composition. Now these listening labs have replaced music classes,

where students sit in row after row of computer tables like military men and

women in a mess hall.

According to Peggy, the earphones on her head served a better pur-

pose keeping her ears warm while she slept in listening lab. The consensus

among her peers and teacher was peggy was"just not a music person." She

was a rarity, along with her friends Harmony and Otto Hausmann.

"All three of them would rather roll around in pools of hot tar than

sit through class another day," said Ms. Minor.

"I don't understand why," said Mr. Forte with a tone that was as

absent as his desire to give Ms. Minor a bouquet of flowers and ask for her

hand in marriage.

Finally, the bell to signify the end of school rang, and Peggy Har-

mony, and Otto ran to their normal meeting place after school at Harmony's

house to play video games.

"Darn, I must have lost my key to the house," said Harmony.
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"That's okay because we can just go to mine. Granny Mel usually

likes to have her alone time, but she can give it up just for a day," said Peggy.

The three friends walked down the street in perfect rhythm with

each other and the life forms around them. They felt as if something was

entering their bodies and they were suddenly able to breathe. Each step closer

to Peggy's house was like a decongestant increasing in it's effects. When they

finally reached the house, they felt lightheaded as one does when he or she

breathes too fast. Noises surrounded them that were familiar and different.

The three friends discovered the sound was flowing through the cracks of the

door to Granny Mel's room. Curious, Peggy slowly opened the door to find

Granny Mel hiding some sort of box.

The artifact had curves and a long neck like an exotic beauty. Six

steel lines stretched across the top of the formation. Granny Mel held her

treasure, shocked at the discovery of her secret by the three teenagers.

"Granny Mel, what.. .IS that!" exclaimed Peggy.

"Well... if I were to tell you, you would have to keep it a secret or

perform the other option, which would require too much from anyone to be

feasible."

"Granny, you know you can trust us. Remember the surprise party

we planned for your friend?"

"Yes, yes. ..well, I suppose I can trust you. Besides I have no option

but to tell you considering you disobeyed my request for alone time my little

rebel."

Granny Mel proceeded to tell Peggy, Harmony and Otto of the past when

people created their own music. She told them about the joy others received

when a musician would open their soul to share with others on performance

stages. She told of her disgust with the current computer-generated music.

"How can a computer know that arranging these chords with this

rhythm will please the listener the most? Music is an emotion from one hu-

man to others. A computer cannot create that."

Granny Mel explained how her feelings were not shared by the gen-

eral public and the discovery that she still possesses an instrument, that "gui-

tar", would lead people to believe she was insane and lock her up in a mental

institution.

"Now with the knowledge of what will happen to me if my secret

leaves the three ofyou, I suppose I can allow you to see something of impor-

tance that also must be kept secret. Peggy, have your friends come here to-

night at 10:00 and I will show you something more beautiful than anything

a computer could produce."
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At 10:00, Peggy, Harmony, and Otto knocked on Granny Mel's door.

Full of energy from the adrenaline running through their bodies for excite-

ment, the three friends had to struggle to keep themselves from running

throughout the house screaming with excitement and energy. Granny Mel

motioned for them to follow her down the stairs extremely quietly. Peggy's

parents were watching the usual television programs and were so engrossed

that they probably wouldn't have notices if one of them fell down the stairs,

screaming at the top of his or her lungs. However, they took precautions and

finally made it out the door and into Granny Mel's vintage VW bus. Who
knows how many times it must have been restored, but granny couldn't give

up that gift from her parents.

They drove through the neglected areas on the outskirts of town.

Peggy and Harmony ducked down while Otto placed his hands on their

heads to reassure them they were safe. Finally, they arrived at an old bar. The

sign was old and neglected so they could barely make out the word

"Scatterman's." One dim blue light was in the window. Granny Mel pulled

her "guitar" out of the trunk and knocked on the door in a weird pattern. A
man in dark glasses, a navy blue jacket, and black pants answered the door.

Something about his dark clothing and the curls of his unkempt hair made

the three friends feel comfortable. They followed the man in, who pointed to

a sign on the wall stating "Descend here, pianissimo." Granny Mel informed

them it just meant to be quiet.

In the basement of the building, people surrounded a raised plat-

form with two large boxes, "guitars," large containers and other artifacts alien

to three friends. As usual, when a person is in a big crowd, he or she tends to

look for familiar faces. Peggy looked around and noticed one face among the

fifty or so that must be in the room. It was Mr. Forte! The supervisor during

listening lab that never seemed to mind when she slept. Peggy tapped on his

shoulder and whispered, "Don't worry. Your secret is safe."

"I knew you would come here eventually, knowing your grandmother

and your defiance of the system that tries to make you listen to computerized

music. You were bound to show up eventually."

Peggy smiled at mr. Forte, then turned her head towards the stage.

Harmony and Otto showed up behind her with their mouths gaping like

they were desperately trying to hang on to life. Granny Mel appeared on the

raised platform along with three other people. The man from the door took a

microphone and begin to speak, but different from how people normally

speak. He stretched out certain words and spoke some words with a higher

voice than others. Granny Mel and the others produced noises with their
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artifacts that complemented the man's voice. The result was a sound so beau-

tiful that Peggy, Harmony, and Otto began to move in strange ways. Others

in the crowd did the same until it was one massive soup of people too deli-

cious to eat. It was a time that Peggy wished would never end. Mr. Forte

stood at the door when it was time to leave and handed each person a disk

containing the noises they heard that night, Peggy, Harmony, Otto and Granny

Mel remained after the masses had left along with Mr. Forte. Peggy knew

what the other option was her Grandmother was talking about before. This

music had to be spread to the public. She turned to Mr. Forte and asked him

how many disks he had.

"Oh, hundreds. ..just in case a large group comes to this basement."

"Would you be willing to lend me a few hundred of them?"

"Now why would you want that many disks?"

Peggy explained her idea. Before school, they would insert the disks

into the computers and set every computer to play the disk during listening

lab.

"I've considered that before, but I don't know if it will be very well

received by the masses."

"Isn't it worth it though? Not to have to hide this beauty anymore?"

"Maybe you're right, kid. I like your drive."

With the help of Mr. Forte, the three friends proceeded to load the

disks into the computers and set the music program to play what was on the

disk, no matter who sat at the computer. There was suck uniformity to this

process, but the group was hopeful of the results. Even though the music

wasn't arranged to fit anyone's specific personality, the emotions and feelings

expressed would enter the souls of the students in a way specific to their

personalities. Peggy thought that was the beauty of music created by people.

There didn't have to be a process to design it for every different personality

because everyone can relate to the human emotion. Mr. Forte, Peggy, Har-

mony, and Otto nervously twitched though the day in anticipation for listen-

ing lab. What if this idea really was too risky? Maybe the right arrangement of

chords is all that really does matter. When listening lab came, Peggy, Har-

mony, and Otto put on their headphones with mixed emotions. They knew

this was the first time they would enjoy the class, but it would also be the last

time they would be in it. If the music isn't accepted, and they are found to be

the culprits, the mental institution would be the inevitable consequence. The

first few beats of the drum began. The pattern seemed to resonate through-

out their bodies and connected their life to the person next to them. The

desire to move returned, but the three friends remained still to observe the
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reactions of the others. Suddenly, one person stood up, opened her eyes and

their mouth Hke she had just been touched by a heavenly body, and began to

move. Others followed, and soon the whole listening lab was alive with move-

ment, just like at the bar. Ms. Minor ran from the room screaming, "Jesus!

Don't Iry them get away!" Nobody felt her absence, but they felt a connection

with every person in the listening lab. Mr. Forte looked at Peggy from his

perch observing the students and smiled. Then he dove down into the mass

of students, complementing beautiful decrescendo of the music. He allowed

his body to flow over the whole mass, with each individual contributing to

his movement.

Elizabeth Glenn

Spartanburg High School

Bill Pell
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Boxes

1. Ashes

I tightened my fingers around the shoebox, slightly ashamed ofwhat I

was about to do, as if I was afraid he would find out and be furious at me for

dumping him by throwing away everything that was a symbol of him.

The shoebox was colorfiil, decorated with white and pink tissue paper, torn at

its corners. All those years ago, I had painted streaks ofcolor and doodles

onto it with my sister's fingernail polish, and attached stickers of shoes,

cats, hearts, butterflies, and stars.

I opened the decorative lid, unprepared for the faint scent of Polo cologne

which I had sprayed into the box long ago before adding the halfempty bottle

to the box. It was the same cologne Hunter had used. I forced myself not to

deeply inhale the scent, his scent, his old scent, as I took inventory of the

box's contents.

The bottle of Polo was still there, stuck between a picture of Hunter from an

old yearbook and the wall of the box.

There was a gum wrapper in one corner, and when I moved the box, it slid to

the middle. Hunter had lent me a piece ofgum once, and I had treasured it,

folding the wrapper and sliding it into the pocket ofmy favorite blue jeans, the

ones with flowers on the bell bottoms. I had savored every chew of that gum,

keeping it in my mouth until the juicy flavor was gone, replaced by a rubbery

stale one. I had chewed until my jaw was numb and my tongue dry of spit.

The homework he had asked to copy from me one time was folded and lying at

the bottom under the cologne botde, the lined paper yellowing around the edges,

reminding me ofan old treasure map—had I once considered it a map to

something? No, I think it had been part of the treasure, and this old shoebox,

decorated with nail polish and stickers, had been the treasure chest, filled with

anything that reminded me of Hunter Grey, who was now just a memory of

many years ago, an old crush that had gone nowhere, like a car stalled on the side

of the road. I don't think I had ever actually expected such a silly crush to

become anything more, yet there might have been some part ofme wanting,

wishing, wondering. But that part ofme had been packed up, just like the shoebox

and stored in the attic ofmy parents home when I went ofi^to college.

Now that I opened the box, however, I could almost see that part of me,

trying to climb over the cardboard walls and escape to search for Hunter, but the

walls were too high.
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A log was aflame in the fireplace, the orange and yellow leaping in a

hypnotic gypsy dance for me, encouraging me to do what I had set out to do. I

replaced the lid of the box and tossed the whole thing into the flames, allowing

the

part ofme who wanted to continue the crush, fantasizing and dreaming forever,

to be released, floating up the chimney on a cloud ofsmoke as the box was

cremated, the empty shell for a now free spirit.

2. Boxed Up

It was a nice funeral in her opinion, but if she had known beforehand,

she would have requested that everyone refrain from sadness. And all that black!

She hated that color—^when worn, it seemed to make even an Africans face

seem pale and elongated. It made even the happiest child seem forlorn and sickly

as a malnourished pup.

All the black dresses and suits made her feel as though she were drowning

in an ocean at midnight, no shark in sight to end the prolonged suffering.

Well, at someone had had enough sense to pick out some colorful attire for her

on this occasion.

Everyone bowed their heads in prayer except Lottie Sue. She stared

straight the Baptist preacher, watched his lips form the prayer. His eyes were

opened the slightest crack, so small she would have thought they were closed,

had

not his finger been moving over the pages of the Bible as he read the

Scripture.

Afiier a chorus ofmumbled "Amen's," the people in the pews shifted their

eyes, some watery, some swollen, some dry, to the preacher. But Lottie had

had her fill of the preacher, and instead, chose to look at the casket.

It was closed now, but earlier she had had the chance to view the body,

her old body, the one that had limited her and kept her chained to the earth. A
vessel for the soul, she had once heard it called.

The mortician had done a mighty fine job trying to make that pale shell

look like a sleeping himian, but it didn't look real to her, even though the
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body was wearing her favorite pastel dress. It looked more as if it should have

been in a wax museum with the other soulless objects, wearing counterfeit

clothes.

She sure was glad she wasn't in that coffin alive, having been a little

claustrophobic once upon a time. The casket was a nice one, though—mahogany,

she believed. She could thank her daughter for that.

She glanced at her daughter, wishing she could comfort her. Was she

imagining her mother buried under six feet of moist dirt, beginning to decom-

pose as

the worms and other creepy-crawlies chewed their way through the mahogany

to the corpse? She bet her daughter shuddered at the word "corpse."

Well, she wasn't in that box, and she wanted everyone to know that. She

stood up, straightened her skirt, and walked up to stand between the preacher

and her mourners.

"I'm right here!" she shouted. "I'm not in that silly box!"

But their gaze remained fixed on the casket as the pallbearers carried it

through the church door. No one could see Lottie Sue in her pastel outfit, or

hear her as she tried to tell everyone that they were the ones who were

trapped, sealed in, confined to their bodies, while she herselfwas now free.

3. At Sea

She was at sea in her tiny ship that could barely withstand the waves

trying to pull her under the salty blanket. She rested her head on one of the

walls ofher single-roomed boat, and wished she weren't floating in the middle of

endless grey.

She waited patiently, though for what, she didn't know. She only knew

that she wouldn't be able to stand many more hours of being confined to the

small thirty-by-thirty inch vessel with her body curled into a ball resting on a

pallet of pillows.

She turned on her flashlight, hoping that she could find some more space,

but she just saw the same four brown walls she had seen the past times she
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had looked. All she ended up doing was wasting precious battery fuel. She

switched her light offand rested her head against the wall again and let the waves

lull her to sleep.

She awoke later, confused about her whereabouts, and stiflFin the neck.

There was a new scent in the air besides the old one of cardboard and

cardboard. This one smelled oddly famiUar, but she couldn't quite identify the

wonderful fragrance.

It was coming from outside, she deduced. Should she risk leaving her

shelter to see what it was? Yes, she should.

She lifted the roof and poked her head out, and found herself stranded,

not on a deserted island, but in the middle of her living room.

"Time for lunch," her mother said from the kitchen from which the smell

ofhot dogs was wafting.

She sighed, stretched, and stood, the cardboardTV box coming up to her

waist. She climbed out of the box, and as she made her way to the kitchen, she

took the measure of the island upon which she had been beached, intrepid and

unafraid of cannibals.

Markie Gaddis

Fine Arts Center

Claire Bateman
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Shades

Sleep catches me offguard, relaxed and alone. Sleep is the only occa-

sion I'm ever by myself, and yet I'm not even aware of it. Sleep steals w^hat it

gives me.

Once, I went grocery shopping by myself, on purpose, and ended up with a

personal escort to help me fmd every item I needed (and some I didn't.) He

was very sweet and a good person, I'm sure, but walking those cluttered isles

at the local Munch N' Save, I would've sworn he'd been sent by the devil

himself.

I've never known loneliness. I thought I had once, right after Bobby

Baker and I had parted ways. I was sitting in a cafe drinking hot chocolate

and nibbling on an apple streusel muffin the size ofmy fist when the thought

hit me; "This must be what lonely is," but then the waiter boy sat down

beside me with two more fist-sized muffins, one for me of course. We started

talkin', makin' up life stories and what-nots, and the next thing you know, he

slips a ring on my hand, sneaky as a starvin' raccoon. It's stuck there for

almost eight years now, and normally I don't mind, but sometimes I can feel

it, the way you feel a spider crawlin' along the back ofyour neck, the way you

feel a venom flowin' through your veins, hot and uncomfortable-like.

Yet, when I sleep, I think of Bobby Baker still. He tried to make me

lonely. I thank him for that, and it's neither ofour faults he failed. He was the

only boy to ever try and give me what I wanted, he knew it too 'cause by the

time he came along my closet door was stuffed and bowed by all the moons

behind it.

My waiter boy ain't a bad catch or nothin', he's just like all the other

boys wantin' a wife and children. Some people create other people keep from

being lonely, while others would just as soon never hear another voice, espe-

cially that of a cryin' baby.

My waiter boy was saddened when he found out I couldn't have any

kids for him, but I just told him it's because God knows me too well, and he

seemed to understand that.

He got himself a dog, even taught it to fetch and play dead, al-

though at the end of the night, I'm the one he wants to roll over.

For my birthday one year, he got us a cabin. "So we can be alone,"

he said. I told him that he didn't know what alone meant or he wouldn't have

used "we" in the same sentence. We went anyways though, and he asked me

if I was havin' fiin. "Fun doin' what?" I responded. "Fun bein' alone together."

I told him he wasn't allowed to use that word again until he looked it up in
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the dictionary. He laughed, but he's not said it since.

He loves me dearly, I know, but I'm not cold-hearted, I just care for

people more as a whole than individuals. 'Cause when you care for people a

individuals, you begin to pick at them, findin' all their flaws and weaknesses,

and after that it's pretty easy to not care for them, and then there's crying, and

I don't care who you are, everyone cries like a baby.

Every time someone cries around me I buy another bottle of nail

polish. So far I've mixed 123 different shades of "Lonely." Most of them

purple, some blue, and even the occasional pink, but no matter where I go,

my nails are always lonely.

Sarah Carr

Fine Arts Center

Claire Bateman
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Beginning at the End

Ever since I can remember, my grandfather and I have sat on the

sw^ing right after dinner at six o'clock. Everyday I clean my plate, put it in the

dishwasher, and walk directly to that swing where he's waiting for me; no

variations, no change, always the same place, always the same time. It is some-

thing I can rely on amid the ever changing world around me.

I have no father. He died in a car accident when I was two months

old. My grandmother died before I was born because she smoked too much.

So, that left me, my grandfather and my mom. All of us has lost as loved one

and we all clung to each other especially tight, trying to fill a void left by

others who had passed. Even though I did not know my dad, the fact that I

could have known him has always been present in my thoughts, but as I have

come to realize in my eighteen years, Grandpa has been the best pinch hitter

anyone could have asked for. He has been the father figure, giving me disci-

pline when I needed it, playing catch and giving me the "sex talk." He has

also been the grandfather figure, always telling stories about the past and

teaching what life is all about, basically, and instilling values in me no school

could ever provide. This side of him is what I value the most. When I sit

behind him, always on the left, and listen to his words and hear his voice, see

his hand gestures and facial expressions, there is no place I would rather be.

That is saying a lot for a teenager who could be out with friends going to a

movie or something. It is his reliability; his being there every night that has

had the deepest impact on me. It has made me reluctant to change, fearing

that ifsomething was to change, our sessions that mean so much to me would

be list. I would lose the guidance his stories provide and the mere presence of

an idol. Change is on the horizon, however. I will be leaving for college next

fall. I do not know how, in the next year, I will be prepared to leave him

behind.

"Boy, that hit the spot," Grandpa said as he was easing into the

swing.

"Yes sir, it was good."

"I just love fall nights. Cool outside, leaves falling; I can smell winter

coming along. It reminds me of when I used to go hunting as a kid. Get up

early in the morning, go out in the woods with nothing but a gun, some

warm clothes, and a sandwich for lunch. Used to shoot rabbits, but some-

times an eight-pointer would come alond and I'd shoot it square in the head.

Mind you, I always used every part of the deer; the meat, the skin, antlers,

hell, even the entrails. I'd never leave such a beautiful animal dead just for the

fun of it."
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"Yes sir, I wouldn't think I'd be right to take the Ufe ofsomething for

pleasure."

After two dismal months, winter has come, bringing cold weather

and cold truths. I just found out Grandpa is dying. He is in the grip of

Alzeimer's, losing his memory and losing his life. Ever since that talk in the

fall about hunting, his stories have become riddled with silence. He will start

telling a story and along the way will wonder out loud what a person's name

was or what year it had been. His memory is failing him; little by little the

disease is eating the thoughts that teach me. I am angry and sad at the same

time. I guess I'm selfish, too, because I want him back for my benefit. The

disease is taking the life out of both of us. The connection we had built our

relationship on is fading.

"Evening, Grandpa."

Evening, bon.

I feel the silence looming and try to think ofsomething to say. "Did

you enjoy dinner?"

"Yeah, I sure did."

He let his breath out slowly, "I remember when my mother used to

fix Sunday dinner..."

Hearing those words, my hopes arose that a story would follow. I

wanted so badly for the past times where those words, "
I remember," led to

such intriguing and interesting ends. Now they seemed to lead into darkness.

"....She used to cook so much food just for me and. ..and..."

"Your brother Bill."

"Yeah, him, that's right."

I could tell my interference had sucked the dignity right out ofhim.

He was in his own world, his own story where the disease could not get him,

and my help brought him back to the realization of his state.

Even though the silence is growing, we still have our sessions every

night after dinner. Just sitting next to him is comforting to me. His presence

is still powerful. But with the voids of silence, I notice his physical body

withering away just as his mind had. His breathing is shallow, his body is

crippling, and most indicative of his condition, his eyes are tired and lifeless.

He is letting go unconsciously; I am still trying to hold on. I thought the

biggest change I would have to make was going to college and leaving him;

but now he is leaving me and I am not sure I can take that as welll. Why cant

things have just stayed the same? What is the point of change, when all it

does is mess things up?

Spring is here, the birds are singing, and the snow is melting, yet it is

still winter in my heart. Grandpa died last Sunday, setting a gloom over our
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household that cannot be thawed by warm weather. I am comforted in that

Grandpa is resting in heaven with all his fond memories, the disease not

playing keep away with his thoughts, as it did in the world. There is a void in

my life now and I am not sure what to feel it with. I still sit on the swing after

dinner and can't help but stare in his direction, as I was so used to doing.

Now I notice things around me that I had not paid attention to when he was

talking. A thick, old oak tree catches my eye, so solid and unwavering, and it

takes the place of his silhouette. His death is like the end of the ultimate

story, the story of his life.

It is fall again and I am once again faced with changing winds. I will

be leaving for college within the next week, leaving behinf my mother and

memories of grandpa and me on the porch. I do believe I will be taking with

me all those values and morals his stories taught me and maybe I can put

them to good use somehow. Ironically, if it were not for his death, I do not

think I could make it to college. I believe, in some obscure way, that Grandpa's

death liberated me, forcing me into a world of infamiliarity and unknowns;

exactly what change confronts one with. I learned that when I was forced

into that lake of change, I did not sink, I swam, I have learned a lot from

Grandpa's storytelling, but the one thing I realized the most is that all stories

must come to an end at some point, but at that point a whole new story can

begin.

Drew Horton

Spartanburg High School

Bill Pell
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Guitars

Derek Smith

WoodruffHigh School

Diana Olencki
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Wonder

Sometimes I often Wonder

Why I met you and why here.

This place is so inconceivably wrong

For our tenure that the mere

Thought of us spending out short

Time together at this time and

In the place make me wonder.

Is it wrong for me to hope

Beyond a whistle or even a scream

That this time for us was

Recorded wrong in Father Time's records?

How I Dream and long for us

A different time to talk and mingle.

All of these things make me wonder.

If I would have said the right

Things at the right time

Maybe I wouldn't have to Wonder.

But I didn't...

So I wonder.

If Summer's warm nights hadn't passed

Us so quickly into Winter's harsh

Grasp, Maybe we could have held on.

IfAutumn's red leaves wouldn't have

Blinded my vision and inevitably caused

Out time to sneak by. .

.

I wonder? Maybe it could be.
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If the Black Night s shade wouldn't have

Engulfed the light so radiantly shinning off

Us, Our time together would have been right.

So Gallantly did we fight; fall as if a rock

Sinking to the Depths of the Ocean.

I wonder. . .On and on I wonder.

If all these happenings would have waited.

For Us. For Our Time.

Chris Brown

Boiling Springs High School

Kay Hames
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Shattered

Shards of glass of the kitchen floor

Pale gray like your eyes

And the cold rain of tears I shed for you

Broken like us and the memories you failed to repair

Sharp like the words of our tenuous arguments

That cut deep into my very soul

Into my skin

Red like the roses of apology

That were never accepted

Painful like the knife you thrust into my heart

Like the glass into my wrist

Overflowing

Like a fountain of pallid emotions

Scarlet inculcations of a lamented love

Foggy like the kitchen as a I spiral down

Into my pool of memories

Cold like my hand that holds the shattered pieces

Of our lives now lost

Reddened by my infinite sorrows

Alexandra Elledge

Greenville Senior High School

BernardZaidman
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Delayed Gratification

Last notes sing lamentations through f-holes

as flames hck at the wooden ribs and poUshed face,

releasing memories into vapors of smoke:

hand cradling scroll gently,

bow sliding lightly over strings.

But where was the passion for which it was formed,

the pounding of bow, the violently-moving fingers?

Hoe impatient the violin had grown

with dainty cadence and perpetual adagio!

It longed for andante weather,

sweat trickling from skin to wood.

Now fire engulfs the violin,

melting the mahogany, loosening the strings,

unbinding all its passions

in a blaze of song.

Markie Gaddis

Fine Arts Center

Claire Bateman

The Dance

I dance to sounds inside my head.

Rhythms that make my body sway.

I sense the movements that the sounds inspire.

And imagine the ways my arms should flow.

Colors in my head swirl and mix,

And I follow the changing patterns.

As I dance to sounds inside my head.

Miranda Brown

WoodruffHigh School

Ms. Mason
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Dreaming in Technicolor

They enter

That sun filled

Oasis

Covered by

The shroud of night

Their long skirts flowing

As far out into the

Sleeping world

As their laughing song

Those diamond eyed gypsies

Those Bohemian Esmeraldas

Dancing to the tune

Of the wind through the petals

Of a slowly blooming rose

They showed me their

Tapestry

Of many colors

The story of their lives.

Susanna Parrish

Spartanburg Day School

Jim Johnson
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Fracture

I love opening the refrigerator

when no other Ughts are on.

The cold whiteness,

the shivering-induced fear,

the empty fullness of the

blue-black kitchen space,

all cumulate into this thick, flimsy

sort of questioning that hangs

in the surrounding air like bubble-foam.

It's only here where you can truly

distinguish the differences between,

truth or fable, red or silver, divinity

or humanity, beautiful or lovely-

because you can't be both,

and here's where you're allowed

to decide. Here's where you choose

which side of yourself to hate.

MaggieJohnston-

Fine Arts Center

Claire Bateman
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Contour Drawing of Library

Grant Foster

WoodruffHigh School

Diana Olencki
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Magic

dad's big thumb makes grooves

in the dwindhng sHver of soap

he unwraps a new piece

his flat nail scars the hard white bar

with intertwining Unes

he takes the shver and the bar

in his hands

big hairy fists submerge

making bubbles surface

one perfect sphere

arches between the baby's lips

the infant claps

to applaud dad's disappearing act

but the man subtly shakes

his thick brown hair

mimicking his father

the child rotates his upper body

side to side

both soaps rise

clasped between the wrinkled fingers

the babe cheers once more

but the man continues
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now his tongue peeks with focus

through the hps' crevice

the grafted pieces merge into one big bar

the Httle one does not

recognize the achievement

he waits patiently

for his turn

and dad gently washed his son

Julia Dezen

Greenville Senior High School

BernardZaidman
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Beckoned by Souls

The journey to their burial grounds was

Weaving wandering wherever whenever it wanted

Over hills and humps and bumps and turns and drops without any stops,

Until the end.

The ocean washed the shores of shells, which were sprinkled with jars and

jugs

Of many gone to other loves, other than this world

Gone,

And left without their pottery.

We thought they would not care so

We stopped, we looked, we bent down, and into a bag it went.

The wind whipped up; however.

We thought nothing of our deeds.

Back along the trail we walked

Weaving and wondering wherever whenever it wanted

Over hills and humps and bumps and turns and drops without any stops,

Until the beginning.

Later, out on pontoon, floating across glass

Weaving the mazes of familiar labrynths of sawgrass.

We journeyed to our island. Otter island.

To do some crabbing.

Soon, out of pontoon, jumping into sand

Dodging empty casings out of bullets unloaded for this land,

We set out chicken lines on our island. Otter Island,

To do some crabbing.

The crabs clapped as their feet tapped and slapped the shore,

Their antenna flapped as they snapped as if trying

To give a message of remorse in Morse; however.

We thought nothing of our deeds.
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After, into pontoon, sailing away with plunder,

Watching dark clouds gather above, we began to wonder;

We crept away from our island, Otter Island,

To do some cooking.

The wind would not let us return to the dock.

It pushed and shoved and stung us with tears of anger.

It snapped and cracked us with whips of light; however,

We thought nothing of our deeds.

Driven and shoved by mysterious others above,

Back to their grounds where all our trouble began.

I knew what I had to do so, I opened the bag,

Grabbing and throwing the pottery back to its shells, because

I began to think of our misdeeds.

Wade Lindsey

Spartanburg High School

Bill Pell
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Blaze

When I look down

into my hollow bone structure,

I am entranced

by the audacity

of the beautiful flame

inside my rib cage.

I pull back my skin,

revealing the blaze to the world

but their disillusionment is outlined

in the right triangles their shoulder blades make

as they stroll away into deeper hypothermia.

Yet what is the point in living,

if not to search

for a purifying flame

amidst the smoke that envelops the world?

The fire sends impulses

that bypass my spine and brain,

rushing out through my fingertips.

The world has heard many words.

Burning is the only proof

EmrysJaskwhich

Fine Arts Center

Claire Bateman
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Cherries

Before they rose each and every morning

The httle boy would come to me and ask

"O sally, want to come and pick the cherries,"

and this is how it went for many months

but time has ways to separate all things

Cuz God took him away from all of us

The funny thing about it is that

I didn't miss the boy anyways

Just only the tast of those sweet sweet cherries.

Christopher Yehl

Boiling Springs High School

Kay Hames
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Winter to Spring

Everything is bleak and bland

And quiet is setded over the land.

The cold is strong.

The days are short.

And when it seems the winter will never end,

The sun comes out and shines again.

The world is reborn fresh and new,

The grass is green.

The sky is blue.

And once again winter becomes spring.

Jessica Anderson

WoodrujfHigh School

Mason

Sun, Moon

The sun is like the summer.

Long days, hot evenings, bright fields.

The moon is like the winter.

Cold mornings, dark nights, clear skies.

The sun is a lion,

Large, powerfiil, respected above all.

The moon is a house cat.

Small, hidden power, greatly underestimated in its brothers shadow.

The sun, and the moon.

The moon, and the sun.

Each is like the other.

Both are different.

Chris Manthe

WoodruffHigh School

Mason
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Education by Fire

Fire taught me compassion.

At the end of my flickering match,

it won't stay and talk for more than a few seconds,

disappearing Uke a rabbit fleeing into its cosseted hole.

It's so easily invaded

by water, foams, powders, baking soda,

anything that will smother it

turning it into a light, smoky fog.

Fire taught me amiability.

It generously recieves everyone in its path,

and lets you know it's coming

with its crackle, flames, and fumes.

as if it's trying to be polite

before taking over your home.

Kaylyth Harris

Fine Arts Center

Claire Bateman
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WaterfaU

Thoughts trickle over

The gleaming crystal peaks of my mind,

Colorful collections of intriguing inspiration

Falling freely, serenely

Into the swiftly flowing pen below.

The rhythm is steady

As smooth as paper

The peaceful poetry

Until it splashes harshly into a dreary abyss.

The current is electrified as it rages within wrath

Exploding energy into that one vacant idea

A burning desire to flow peacefully, steadily

Beyond frustration

"Where thoughts trickle

Over the gleaming crystal peaks of my mind

Colorful collections of intriguing inspiration

Falling freely, serenely

In this endless waterfall, writing.

Ellen Dykes

Greenville Senior High School

BernardZaidman
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Untitled

MichaelArnett

Spartanburg High School

John Dennis
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Tap

Water sweats delicately,

like dying canaries

and flickering candles reflecting

coquettishly off the bodies

of fallen earthworms,

as we dig our wells,

and work for our water.

Water sweats siphoning away

the sand, through cloth-filters,

on the banks of the Nile,

Water sweating is the palm full

of a waterfall, as we stretch

with every bit of ourselves over

a river, clinging to a

semi-rotted limb, just to sip

it from our cupped hands

convincing ourselves that it

tastes better than tap.

Water sweats in the

jugs our daughters

balance on their heads

while walking and

singing through gritted teeth,

never spilling a drop.

MaggieJohnston

Fine Arts Center

Claire Bateman
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Cardboard Cutouts

The cuff of a blue jacket snags a

Branch attached to the skeleton

Of a dead tree that silhouettes the

Cemetary sky as a breeze through

A sunroof ruins the mystery

Of a young woman's hair. The

Sounds through the cheap car

Speakers fill her core and send

A cold October pain to

Her jaw as the man

Next to her makes an inappropriate

Joke. At this moment, the

Watercolor tinted orange of her

Dress is darkened as rain falls in

Through the open windows. The

Vibrant cloth recedes into a brown

Remnant of a refrigerator circa 1965.

A man, trapped in the dashboard or

Otherwise, taunts a honeymoon with the

Accompaniment of a harp. She must

Seem miserable, sitting there, with

Her small hands the only possible

Amusement. Hands, as ordinary

And boring as teacups or sewer grates.

Tera Rolander

Spartanburg High School

Bill Pell
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Falling

The hole

Deep, dark, nothing

I scream as I fall

But no one hears, my voice is gone

Constantly fighting the grip of death

Nothing helps to ease the pain

The pain of refection and judgment

The hole grows deeper and wider as cold fingers pull me down

My heart is heavy, nothing matters, I'm alone

Alone with the blank stares and suffocating air

Acceptance is what I crave in this fake, bright world

Freedom is what I seek from this hell on earth

But alas I shall fall into this pit of everlasting despair

Never knowing love, pride, sadness or joy

No one can save me nor join me
Disappearing into history, nonexistent in life

My body grows cold and my heart turns weak

Just falling.

Brittany Wright

WoodruffHigh School

Mrs. Mason
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Diamond Prism

Laura Simpkins

WoodruffHigh School

Diana Olencki
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What about the fries?

Vanessa Marinez

Dorman High School

Susanne Gunter

Floating

One day the only thing left

will be ice sculptures

ofwhat used to be,

fragile flowers overlaid

in brittle silverness,

hummingbirds tombed

behind a glacial cocoon:

never snowing, just freezing,

until, pleat after pleat,

the planet is just an ice cube

for the universe's sweet tea.

Callie Plaxco

Fine Arts Center

Claire Bateman
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Elegy

for Grace

Orion picks blue glass onions

and shaves off their brittle skins.

He swoops onto each

stone gardener nymph

like a shadow-hawk,

or the discarded red curls

ofmy grandmother

who cut her hair

when the first snow fell.

"If blood is like snow,

then my hair

should be bled of it."

She had a horrible

fear of slush,

and the misguided

notion that her hair

was red with her

passionate Irish blood,

when it was actually colored

with her indecision and regret.

She bore five children,

and kept three;

the Siamese-twin girls,

who were joined

at the eyelashes

by their cerebral beauty,

and trapped in a glass vase,

were made into stars.

MaggieJohnston

Fine Arts Center

Claire Bateman
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Regret

As I knelt in wonder looking at the cold ground

I saw the beautiful flowers friends and family had put all around.

It made me sad but yet I felt joy as a soft tear ran

Down my cheek. I thought ofyou and started to cry

I knew it would never be the same without you in my life.

I miss you and I wish I could bring you back to me.

If I could take back all the

Horrible things I said when we fought,

If I had ever once known I would not have you long

I would have told you how much you meant to me.

Now you are gone and you will never come back.

I miss you more each day-it's almost too much for me to bear.

I wish I could bring you back for just one minute

Just one minute to tell you I am sorry.

Kelly Smoak

WoodruffHigh School

Ms. Mason
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Remember

As the months and years evaporate into thin air,

Your image, once so vibrant and distinguished.

Fades like the gentle flicker of a firefly on a w^arm summer night.

Moments that were so vivid and distinct

Break up and become scattered pieces of a puzzle

That v^ill never fully be complete,

Your kind eyes and wide smile

Begin to appear blurry and dim.

Like the ring of the moon on a rainy night.

The moments, the feelings, that were once so simple to grasp

Fade as I long to remember.

Megan Foster

Greenville Senior High School

BernardZaidman
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Cowboy

Lauren Gossett

Broome High School

Louis Story
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I Remember

I remember his hands,

So old and leathery.

I wanted to hold them just one more time.

I remember that cane.

The grain on it wound around the knobs along the piece ofwood.

He used it everyday; now it lies in the corner.

I remember his words every time he spoke.

They were like his cane, wobbly, worn, and almost wilted.

I remember the music of the beeping of the heart monitor;

It was as flat as his chest, ribs showing through.

Oh... I remember that day when the skies turned black.

Just like his coffin.

If only I could take it back.

Phillip Davis

WoodrujfSchool

Ms. Mason
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What Do You Think

Insanity, what is it

Am I insane, I ask myself

Do you think I'm insane

How would you know

Do you think I am weird

Or am I just special

Do I act crazy

Or am I really like this

My mind is one step ahead

But yours is one step behind

Do you understand

Insanity is subjective

I think I'm normal

Maybe you're insane

Youre a little different to me
Are you one step ahead

And am I one step behind

Do I need to keep this to myself

Or should I tell you

Are you going to think I'm weird

Or going to think I'm normal

What do you think

Normality, what is it

Am I normal, I ask myself

Do you think I'm normal

Do you know what normal is

It's societies perception

But do you think I'm normal

Do I blend in

Or am I an outcast

Do you see me as another

Or do you see me as separate

Am I on the same step as others

Maybe there is no normal

What if If I'm the only normal

How would you feel if I was average

How are we different

Do I stand out

Is my mental thought ordinary

I'm sure I'm not alone

Would you want to be like me
Or think I'm too insane

What do you think

JarrydA. Player

Boiling Springs High School

Kay Hames
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A Remembrance

Images run across the screen, echoing

He sits alone, this time his memories in color

As he watches, tears spill down his cheeks

Moonlight glides across the floor and engulfs him

But he is in the dark

Remembering

Lyn Radke

WoodruffSchool

Ms. Mason

Ode to Liberalism

I awoke into a world without boundaries

Time and space are infinite

And my mind is at eternal ease.

Time slows down and speeds up at the same time

As I race through the hills of energy

All my actions directly affect my body.

There is an unknown hunger

One which no man can satisfy.

Incandescent laughter ringing in my head

Something about Republicans and Ludacris lyrics.

But it all makes perfect sense

At least for now.

Charles McClure

WoodruffSchool

Ms. Mason
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Red Man

Jessica Hamerick

Dorman High School

David Benson
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Free

When you think all is lost

And you're standing in a field of sorrow

And no matter what you do

There won't be any tomorrow

You know where you stand

But you can't see your way

And you can't breathe

And you haven't for days

So you hide and you cry

Wishing you would die

You don't know what's wrong

But you know its been so long

You're rubbing your hands

Because your nerves are flared

You shut your eyes

For you feel someone's there

So you scream but no sound can you hear

You open your eyes and a bright light appears

You walk to the light and you can clearly see

You're out-you've escaped, you're finally free

T.J. Sizemore

Gajjhey High School

Treva Wagoner
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Memories

One minute were here

And the next minute were dead

Its like alls we do is put down our head

At night and put up and constant fight

For some of us it takes eighty years

Some of die among our school peers

I asked my grandpop

Who has just turned eighty

If he remembers being a baby

And if life truly does fly

And he said one minute it Is there

And the next youre saying goodbye

I didn't expect to live to be this old

Every morning I wake up I'm cold

Death is approaching still

And some day soon I'll be over the hill

Love goes by fast

Theres no telling how long we all will last

As our Riture becomes our past

Each waking day brings a new task

And each waking day I look back

I think I should have cut my mom a little slack

Because I remember things from when I was growing up

Everything from my high chair to my sippy cup

I remember Saturday mornings

I remember Friday nights

I remember high school fights

I remember Halloween

I was a ninja, blue and green
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I remember sitting in class

Trying to pass

Listenting to the teacher tallc about mass

While the guy next to me was passing gas

I remember Dr. Suess

I remember duck duck goose

I remember paper foot ball

I remember running in the hall

I remember talking back

And I remember getting smacked

I remember missing people

I remember the church steeple

I remember all these things

I remember the joy life brings

I also remember the bad times

Trying to get food with nickels and dimes

These are memories I will keep forever

Until death comes and lifts me up like a feather

So what is the point of keeping these things in my head

Cause when I am dead

My memories I can no longer spread

T.J. Mack
Boiling Springs High School

Kay Hames
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Self-Portrait in a Broken Mirror

I'm fairly certain

That the crack running

From my shoulder to my hip

Doesn't belong to me,

Though it would explain the recent quality

Ofmy life.

They say "Mirrors never lie,"

And "The eyes are the windows to the soul."

But, conveniently, the eyes distort truth

As water alters light.

Long brown hair frames an impish face

That stares back with both candor

And innocence.

The jagged line does not

Disparage the form

It bisects; rather, the fissure

Serves to strengthen the body,

Forcing me

To stand against it.

Daniel Hutchins

Fine Arts Center

Claire Bateman
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Self-Portrait

Susan Y. West

Dorman High School

Carta Pestana
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When I Pulled Forward

when i pulled forward

into die light-a

pupae from the ground, an

unrolling fetus coming

from the earth,

a white shoot uncoiling

into anguish, life

water,

trembling, i heave

with memory, and air

roll onto my back

to watch the sky

and all i dreamed

of— something

unknit without blood

and seamless,

a promised resurrection,

a hope

Annah Browning

Chesnee High School

Faye Howard
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The Prince

Nancy Thao

Broome High School

Louis Story
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Worthy Man

His fist clutches his rifle

I watch him, and as I see his pride for his country come

bursting out, I stare in envy.

I was forced, I didn't choose to defend fi-eedom, I was told to come.

I should have stepped up right away, and said, "I will fight."

But I was craven

Nevertheless, I am here now

I just hope and pray that the worthy man crawls out of this hell alive.

Fire bursts in the air, and missiles fly overhead.

The worthy man stands tall and firm, metal projectiles and all zooming by.

One strikes him through his left shirt pocket.

He immediately falls.

Along with his body, his dreams of a future family fall

His aspirations of a higher education fall

His very life falls to nothing.

He breathes his last, and I fell weak in the knees.

Why was he taken instead of me?

Why would the worthy man perish?

I don't know, I don't care.

I will fight in his remembrance.

I will fight with his pride.

I will fight with his courage.

The boat is now landing on sandy shores.

The smell of gunpowder and death linger in the air.

I dive out of the boat, and run forward in rage

Not only at the enemy, but also at myself.

I will not be a coward any longer.

I will become the worthy man.

Zachary Loberger

WoodruffHigh School

Mason
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Runner

Muscles rip on,

The scaly terrain.

Rocks go afoul,

Under his treading rain,

Strain crumbles.

In the sway of his

Beating heart.

Chasing the flints of sand.

Cares run astray.

In pure exhaustion,

Freedom beads across,

The diluted face.

Pausing for.

The mind to catch pace

Until his feet.

Leave him again.

RussellJennings

WoodruffHigh School

Mason
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Faces

Jaime Grubbs

WoodruffHigh School

Diana Olencki
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I Am One ofMany

i am one of many

a million faces and

hands and the grains

of sand and the lines

on those hands

and perhaps on your face

i cannot fight ifyou regret

me, for i am only one of those

days, i am only the stream

rising to aoften the city

i am gray and whisper

and i am swept aside

but i could be as steady

as a thousand drops of rain,

a million watery heartbeats

i could be the hands on

your back and one quiet

pin of light

that is yours,

though i am only

one.

Annah Browning

Chesnee High School

Faye Howard
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Odysseus Within

My soul has been tainted beyond repair

The suffering and death of comrades

Gods! No more, I cannot bear

The burden of my sins,

The distance between my love

All the years of blood, war

Have battered at my heart

It makes me blind, hard and sour.

Skin endures the cruel, cold world.

But it can only do so much
Hush the sorrow, sobs of remorse

You have to be stronger, show no tears

Tears like the heavy rains which pour,

Sour and weary are my crew.

Few survive but the ones who do

Show wisdom, bravery, hunger too

Their hunger is endless, void

Void as the dark sky at night

The nights I lie, praying to the gods

The gods that toy with what I have left

Left or right? Which way do I go?

So many choices, I choose in spite.

In spite of the wonders and horrors,

I hold my ground, never to be moved.

Movement is all I have but to bite.

Bite into luscious food that is not there,

For ten long, gruesome years.

The years do not matter to me.

Me and my Penelope lie safe in bed.

The dream I have been holding.

Holding and knowing that one day,

I will return home to Ithaca.

Ithaca in sight beyond the horizon,

Finally! I am home! 7\nd there is my son.

Sungmi Orr

Dorman High School

Holly Hollifield
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Untitled

Renee Poser

Spartanburg High School

Nancy Harrison
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Sunday Afternoon

In the park on Sunday afternoon.

Little girls sit in grass soft as down

And weave dasies and dandelions into wreathes

For their hair. They are princesses in pink and

Blue dresses, dancing with unicorns, rescued by knights.

I am with them so happy, I am floating on my toes.

We play hide and seek hiding behind trees

Big as giants and between thick lilac bushes

That hug us with their scent.

Even when the sun slips away.

And the street lights open their eyes,

The unicorns are still with me.

Guiding me toward my mothers hand

Idi Greku

Spartanburg High School

Edwin C. Epps
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Belief

Why believe?

Why beheve in the unbeHevable

To believe in the unbelievable causes pain

It crushes dreams

Restrains those who live in denial of unbelievability

Why not believe?

When you believe, you have a crutch

You can imagine your dreams are not in your hands

Therefore, you don't have to work to sustain them

It protects those who are too afraid to be independent

Or strive for individuality.

Jay Ault

WoodruffHigh School

Ms. Mason
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The Actress

Not once in her life

Had she been herself

It didn't matter,

Since only she knew...

If it was thought odd,

Then it just wasn't done,

Or said. She just hoped

That no one else knew...

Her friends were real cool

"We'll always be there."

She would know the truth

If they only knew...

Her parents would ask

"What's wrong?" or just "Why?"

she couldn't explain,

she just wished that she knew..

the smile on her face.

A beauty to all,

Just covered the truth

So noone else knew...

At parties she'd laugh,

Dance, joke, flirt, and smile.

All eyes were on her.

Still no one else knew...

This life that she lived

Misfortune itself

They called her lucky

If only they knew...
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Those nights in her room,

She thought about Ufe.

Could she show the truth?

So what if they knew...

Alone in her room

She'd cry to sleep, and

For once she'd be glad

That no one else knew.

Leland Hollowell

Spartanburg High School

Edwin C. Epps
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Romance

It's a fall from heaven

Tumbling towards a haystack

Trying to bring the moon down with you

You can reach for a puddle

To filter the stars

(shattering their reflection

and grabbing a handful of mud)

or

Crane your white neck upward

Searching

For the light you left behind

Either way, you might as well know

Its gonna be a stretch.

Talley V. Kayser

Boiling Springs High School

Kay Ham.es
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Sarah

MichaelArnet

Spartanburg High School

John Dennis
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The Hunt

Brick passing breeze.

The sun is asleep.

A tinge of excitement hanging on

Each soft crunch of frozen grass-

Anticipation.

Push for lost time,

The sun is rising.

Traversing long roads that remember

Each long forgotten footprint-

Acclimation.

Silent waiting,

The sun is watching

Cold, sleek, powerful weapon waiting

Each moment for its loud breath-

Expectation.

Rhythmic breathing,

The sun overhead.

Release of built up tension stored from

Each moment of excitement-

Resolution.

The prize is caught,

The sun falling.

A trek back home not soon to forget

Each exciting memory-

Gratification.

Brisk passing breeze,

The sun is asleep.

Will Kinard

Spartanburg High School

Edwin C. Epps
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Medusa's Hair

Zach Brown

WoodruffHigh School

Diana Olencki
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Untitled

I sit by the ocean

And feel its rhythm

As it merges with the beat ofmy lonely heart

And soothes the essence ofmy tortured soul.

I watch the colors of the sun

Fade away, just as you fade away from me.

The red clouds give way to the blackness

And the tranquil blue of the water

Grows dim.

Tiny rain drops begin to fall,

Mingling with the salt tears on my face.

I hear the softest whisper

Gently in my ear.

I want to reach you.

Somehow stretch across the distance

To pull you close

To never let you go.

The darkness consumes

As the light fades

And the sun disappears.

I sit alone,

With just the memory of

Ten fingers

Entwined forever

In a single, hopeless wish.

Stephanie Hood

Boiling Springs High School

Kay Hames
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Untitled

Leidy Espinal

Spartanburg High School

John Dennis
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Horizons

I, gazing that horizontal Une

That eternal separating border

Between land and sky

A picturesque paradise

Featuring different shades of color

And different reflections of

The oceans water from

The sparkling rays of sunlight

That is slowly slithering away

As the light dims

And colors become

More of a calm cool

Shade of blue

Mixing together working

Toward that eminent blackness

Called night

But until that moment

In the future

This perfect eternal.

Even time-stopping horizon

Separates light from dark

Water from air

And this just a moment

In time from a bias

Observer.

Brad Vanderford

Boiling Springs High School

Kay Hames
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Reflections

Place a mirror on the sea

And watch it fly away

Reflecting essences of light

And time, and ocean spray-

But when you tread among the scum

Of weary ocean tides

Tread softly lest you find that flight

Is mirrored in your eyes

Talley Kayser

Boiling Springs High School

Kay Hames

Identity

She looks in the mirror

But she just sees a reflection

Like the surface of still waters

That she wants to dive into,

To find out things underneath the surface.

To break away from all humanity.

To find the true meaning of her purpose,

She curiously examines herself.

Hoping to find out her purpose,

Instead she wasted time.

Her life had passed her by

Because she was trying to find her identity.

She was left without friends,

Left without family.

And left without an identity.

Cierra Miller

Spartanburg High School

Edwin Epps
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Maria

Nathan Craig

WoodruffHigh School

Diana Olencki
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Excuses

Excuse me
If I have no dreams,

No hopes

Than to quietly shp

Into the resignation

That theres nothing better

Excuse me for accepting

That I might very well

Grow up and live and marry

In this old town,

Or one very much like it,

And get this old job,

And never find something

That I truly love.

Excuse me
For not knowing

Now
What that never to be reached

True love is.

Excuse me.

For never complaining,

For always letting it be.

For never trying the impossible,

Even when its been tried and done

A thousand time over in this old age.

This age, this time.

Is not so new

But old.

Worn and reworn.

Tossed aside,

Then taken to be stitched back up

Because there was nothing else

Painted anew
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But without some chipping off the old.

The same rusted trinket,

Kept in a different pocket,

Just a new language

For the same old excuse.Dr. Epps

Elaine Koutroulias

Spartanburg High School

Edwin Epps
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up Close

Dustin Rosi

Broome High Schoot

Dell Prate}
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Trapped

Oh to be young and go to the zoo

I remember when I saw the pandas cUmb
In their small cages locked up and enslaved

I felt so sorry for those poor big bears...

So I tried to free them from their encampment

I went to the caged door to set them free...

But there was not a handle on the door....

So I tried to open the door from this side..

But it would not budge at all I then tried...

To go back to the other side but I...

Could not get through the bars to my freedom...

I cried for now I was now a helpless lit-

Tle panda but when I look back on this...

I realize that I was not ever to be free...

Just happy in my blissful cage of youth.

For we're all trapped in our societies.

Christopher Yehl

Boiling Springs High School

Kay Hames
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The Crimson Beast

It creeps and crawls like a beast in the woods,

Stalking,

Hunting,

Preying.

Then it strikes.

Suddenly,

Swiftly,

Decisively.

Burning all in its path,

Devouring,

Chewing,

Swallowing.

Leaving nothing behind but.

Ash,

Char,

And darkness.

The Crimson Beast has no mouth but swallows all.

The Crimson Beast can be fought but never killed.

Canaan Whiteneck

WoodruffHigh School

Ms. Mason
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The Jungle

Tray Lipscombe

Broome High School

Louis Story
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The Fledgling

The bird has fallen out of its nest.

She will pick up the fallen nestling

Coo to it, assure it, soothe its ruffled feathers,

And place it back into its home so it might

One day learn to fly.

But the bird's mother is gone.

She will dig a shoebox out

From under her mother's bed

And decorate it with flowers and tiny embroidered pillows.

The bird will live inside, and she

Can raise it, love it, and finally have

A friend who's there for her all the time.

But the bird is dead.

She will prepare it a funeral pyre,

Whose angry flames will consume the sky

As she chants low hymns to her lost companion.

Or she will take it with her when her dad

Drives to the beach next Friday. She will wade out

And lower the fledgling into the water

Letting it drift from her like oil through her fingertips

Or she will place it safely in her pocket

Steal across the street and place it on the pillow

Of that horrible Irish boy. She knows

He is the cause of this innocent's death, before it even had a name.

But her mother won't let her play with fire

But her father isn't coming to take her to the beach anymore

But the boy will never name the bird

And it's getting late, she can hear her mother calling.

Sarah Smith

Greenville Senior High School

BernardZaidman
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Shadows

There is a broken angel

Standing in the corner

By the window

Where the light stabs harsh

Half her face is in the shadow,

She smiles

As blood shivers down her spine

To pool at her feet.

When the wings first broke through

The pain was ecstacy-

Her skin, her flesh ruptured and split

Making way for light-

Flight-

Freedom-

She stroked pus from her feathered flame

And wept to be so blessed.

Now
She smiles

Human, broken

Her flight a victim fallen

To twin blades in the night

They took her wings

They left her with her

Light

And shadowed, empty hands.

Talley V. Kayser

Boiling Springs High School

Kay Hames
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Untided

Monica Montgomery

Lockhart High School

Tamela McKnight
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Grace of a Butterfly

How Swiftly the soft wings

Of the butterfly flip.

Like a feather falling softly

To the ground.

Beautifully brilliant colors

Perfectly patterned.

The butterfly lands on a flower.

To sip the sweet nectar,

And flutter away once more.

Stephanie Fontenot

Spartanburg High School

Bill Pell
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Safari in G Minor

Sarah McChesney

Dorman High School

Susanne Gunter
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Conquering the Dragon

As I entered the infamous lair

I gave the darkness one quicic stare

Then at that moment there came fire

From a dragon flying higher

Swooping down with razor claws

I had to evade his massive jaws

He landed with a great cry

And was met with a keen eye

We staying in that position

Neither one showing remission

Then opening his mouth wide

Spit fire down toward my hide

I raised my golden shield just then

And protected myself and my men

I reflected the flames away from me

And showed my granted nobility

I took up a sword and held it tight

And pierced his heart with all my might

He reared in pain from the thrust

He knew his death was a must

And roared a mighty cry of defeat

Because he knew he had been beat

By mortal man with a shield

And crippled from the pain kneeled

The man who won the fight

Then from the cave there came light

The gold he plundered was now found

Then the dragon slumped into a mound

He took not one more breath

For I had brought upon his death

JarrydA. Player

Boiling Springs High School

Kay Hames
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Dragonfly

I want to see the world through the wing of a dragonfly.

I'll hold it up to my eye like a monocle

Encrusted in gold-plated insect bones.

(Its thorax will curl around my ears

as I stare at warped words

pretending like I still care to be literate.)

I'll see people's faces, blurred and disfigured

identifiable only through scars in the mesh,

obtained through scars in the mesh,

obtained through brilliant duels over dainty damsel-flies.

(She only truly loved my dragon)

fought with noble knight-flies in feudal ravines

(when he was defeated, he ran her through as well,

leaving my dragonfly alone again.)

Their voices will be drowned out

by the low thumping of my dragonfly's heart.

(They have run out of things to say anyway,

recycling folktales as if they had original morals.)

His mechanical nature is so comforting,

driven only by necessity

(and the memory of dead love).

I want to inhale dragonfly dust,

hold on to my happy thought

(the faeries are I extinct, I crafi:ily

replaced their dewdrops with acid rain)

and take flight across my city without a backward glance

through my bedroom window.

(I only want to be a lost boy, too.)

I want to be invincible to solar eclipses,

the proudest kid on the kindergarten playground.

(When my teacher offers me the thin paper sunglasses,

I will turn up my nose, for they only expose

the world's darkness as it really is-
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everyone knows my purpose is to deflect the truth.)

My peers will all stare just to the left, pretending like

they aren't weak enough to know how boring

and idiotic phenomena really are,

while I will become enveloped

in a spectrum of light eternal.

(The poor children can still see, while I am
forever blinded by the colors of refracted life.)

Sarah Smith

Greenville Senior High School

BernardZaidman
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Untitled

Samantha Freudenthal

Spartanburg High School

Nancy Harrison
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Contemplation

I.

She stands with the wind in her hair

And the sun glowing on her face

The epitome of serenity

The ripples whisper,

Tiny streams in their own right

Winding in seductive curves-

Come down-come down
And we will rescue you

She gazes down and past them

To the dusk

At the end

And pictures the current sliding past while she

Unwavering

Feels the sand slip along her naked body

Each individual grain whispering tales of

Adventures

Long journeys

Before it dances away

And leaves her absorbed

In sleep.

II.

She walks among the graves

Reading stones

Singing in latin

The empty urns where roses should be cradled

Are no more pitiful

Than the faded fabric blossoms

Drooping in the dust.

How many rocks

Weathered by stormy tears and

Fallen ashes

Grace hills beyond her own horizons?
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Peace ripples through forgotten memories

Peace of sleep, the night's harmonies

She hears the music of the day

Birdsong, skysong, sunsong

Her song

And smiling turns her crooked back toward home.

III.

The sign along the road reads

"Barcelona Avenue"

wishful thinking

as the broken down farmhouses

are little less than graves. The sign itself

is rusted

nothing cultured about this place.

But she thinks differently

Her head toward the wind

The sun in her eyes

Glory shining in her stride-

The epitome of living

Talley V. Kayser

Boiling Springs High School

Kay Hames
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Multiple Worlds

Christine Anlicker

Dorman High School

Susanne Gunter
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